, where and are relatively prime, having the additional structure of being closed under the following two permutations: i) permutation effected by multiplying the coordinates with a unit in the appropriate mixed-radix representation of the coordinate positions and ii) shifting the coordinates by positions. A code is -quasi-cyclic ( -QC) if is an integer such that cyclic shift of a codeword by positions gives another codeword. We call the Abelian codes closed under the first permutation as unit-invariant Abelian codes and those closed under the second as quasi-cyclic Abelian (QCA) codes. Using a generalized discrete Fourier transform (GDFT) defined over an appropriate extension of the Galois ring, we show that unit-invariant Abelian and QCA codes can be easily characterized in the transform domain. For = 1, QCA codes coincide with those that are cyclic as well as Abelian. The number of such codes for a specified size and length is obtained and we also show that the dual of an unit-invariant -QCA code is also an unit-invariant -QCA code. Unit-invariant Abelian (hence unit-invariant cyclic) and -QCA codes over Galois field and over the integer residue rings are obtainable as special cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The family of Abelian codes over finite fields F p and integer rings modulo m, Zm, have been extensively studied [1] - [8] . Abelian codes include the class of cyclic codes (hence, Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH), Reed-Solomon (RS) codes) as a special case and in some cases [1] , [2] , it has been shown that Abelian codes have better error-correcting capabilities compared to that of cyclic codes of the same length.
For a prime p, Galois rings are residue class polynomial rings Z p [x] =(x), where Z p [x] is the ring of polynomials over Z p and (x) is a basic irreducible polynomial of degree l over Z p [x] and, hence, over Zp [x] [9] . This Galois ring denoted by GR (p a ; l), throughout this correspondence, coincides with the finite field F p when a = 1 and the integer residue class ring Zp when l = 1. Linear codes over Zp have been studied by several authors [10] - [13] .
Renewed interest in codes over rings was due to Hammons et al. [14] , who found that certain optimal nonlinear binary codes are binary images of certain linear codes over Z 4 under the Gray map. Recently, various aspects of coding and cryptography are dealt in the general setting of Galois rings instead of finite fields [15] - [20] . In view of this, in this correspondence, the Abelian codes we discuss are over such codes. In [24] , a permutation decoding algorithm was proposed for decoding binary Abelian codes using Gröbner bases. It was shown in [24] that the number of errors that can be corrected varies with the subgroup of the automorphism group of the code used in permutation decoding. The larger this group,the better the error-correcting capability. This motivates us to characterize Abelian codes closed under certain permutations. We achieve this for two kinds of permutations described in the following. 
where 0 i < m . The mixed-radix representation of i is denoted by i = die = di r01 ; i r02 ; . . . ; i 0 e:
The mixed-radix addition and subtraction, denoted by 8 and 9, respectively, are defined by i 8 j = da r01 ; a r02 ; . . . ; a 0 e; a = (i + j ) mod m ; 8 : In this correspondence we study Abelian codes that are also closed under the two permutations given in the following definition. ii) For some t 2I n , let Q t : I n !I n , which takes i !i+t modulo n.
Abelian codes closed under Qt are those which are t-quasi-cyclic as well. (A code is t-quasi-cyclic (t-QC) if t is an integer such that cyclic shift of a codeword by t positions gives another codeword belonging to the code.) Abelian codes closed under Qt will be referred as t-QC Abelian (t-QCA) codes. For t = 1, we get cyclic Abelian (CA) codes. The class of QC codes [25] , [26] is important due to the following reasons: i) they contain asymptotically good codes [26] , ii) they provide a link between block codes and convolutional codes [27] , and iii) they recently have been shown to have a close relationship with the tailbiting representations of general block codes [28] .
The classes of codes studied in this correspondence are best explained with Fig. 1 The main result of this correspondence consists of i) characterizing QCA and unit-invariant QCA codes over Galois rings, ii) finding the value s for every Abelian code, and iii) if the code is Unit b -invariant also, then the value b.
We show that it is easy to obtain these results using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) approach. DFT domain characterization of cyclic, Abelian, and QC codes over finite fields and rings Z m have been previously discussed in the literature [6] , [7] , [29] , [30] . In this correspondence, we characterize QCA codes and U b -invariant Abelian codes over Galois rings in the DFT domain defined over suitable Galois ring extensions. Thus, we characterize U b -invariant QCA codes as well. By inspecting the DFT domain description of an Abelian code, we are able to give all the values of ns and b for which the code is ns-QCA and U b -invariant QCA. QCA codes have the advantage that they need a smaller Galois ring extension compared to QC non-Abelian codes for DFT domain characterization for some cases [31] . Efficient DFT domain encoding and decoding techniques exist for codes over fields [32] . Since algebraic decoding generally takes place in the extension ring, a smaller extension ring may lead to simpler or more efficient decoding.
Throughout the correspondence, the length of the code n is relatively prime to the characteristic p a of the Galois ring over which the code is defined.
The content is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a brief introduction to codes over Galois rings and the concept of dimension of a code over a Galois ring. A generalized DFT is used to characterize Abelian codes in this section. This is a generalization of [6] , where Abelian codes over rings Z m were characterized in DFT domain. In Section III, we characterize U b -invariant Abelian codes and in Section IV we present the characterization of QCA codes over Galois rings. In Section V, we discuss dual U b -invariant and QCA codes and enumerate such invariant codes of a specified size.
II. CODES OVER GALOIS RING
Let GR (p a ; l) be the Galois ring Zp [x]=(x), where (x) is a basic irreducible polynomial of degree l in Z p [x] . We refer the readers to [6] , [35] where most of the properties of Galois rings relevant to us are listed. A GR (p a ; l)-linear code of length n is an GR (p a ; l)-submodule of GR (p a ; l) n .
The following result can be found in [20] , [33] , [15] .
Proposition 1 [20] , [33] 
A. DFT Over Galois Rings
In this subsection, we define the generalized discrete Fourier transform (GDFT) over Galois rings and discuss its properties, used subsequently to characterize Abelian codes over Galois rings.
Throughout the correspondence, G will denote an Abelian group of order n which is a direct product of r cyclic subgroups, denoted by C r01 ; C r02 ; . . . ; C 0 of orders, respectively, m r01 ; m r02 ; . . . ; m 0 . Clearly, n = mr01mr02 111 m1m0. If g (m ) ; g (m ) ; . . . ; g (m ) are the generators of the corresponding cyclic subgroups, then any element g 2 G can be written as
for some ir01; ir02; . . . ; i0 where 0 i k < m k for k = 0; 1; . . . ; r 0 1. This element is denoted by g i or g die , where die = dir01; ir02; . . . ; i0e is the mixed-radix representation of i 2 In using m r01 ; m r02 ; . . . ; m 0 as the mixed radixes. The group operation of G can thus be specified using mixed-radix indexing as gigj = gi8j, where i; j 2 In and i 8 j and i 9 j are the mixed-radix addition and subtraction, respectively. Let e be the exponent of G and p be a prime such that gcd(e; p) = Addition in RG is the component-wise addition and multiplication in RG can be defined in two ways [6] : i) as convolution in which case RG is a "convolution algebra" or ii) as point-wise multiplication in which case RG is a "point-wise product algebra."
The GDFT defined above is a generalization of the GDFT for codes over Z p = GR (p a ; 1) discussed in [6] . Naturally, all the properties of GDFT in [6] (convolution property, conjugate symmetry property, and the algebra-isomorphism property) hold for the GDFT in Definition 2.
In particular, the conjugate symmetry property is as follows.
Let 0 be the Frobenius automorphism of GR (p a ; lm) and let = l 0 . Now, GR (p a ; l) is fixed under the automorphism and i , i) For n = 7 2 3 2 3 and q = 2 the cyclotomic cosets are shown in Table I and L L L = fd0e; d1e; d3e; d4e; d5e; d9e; d10e; d12e; d13e; d14e; d27e; d28e; d30e; d31e; d32eg:
ii) Table II(a) shows the cyclotomic cosets for n = 5 2 2 2 2 and q = 9 and Table II(b) displays the corresponding L L L. iii) For n = 32323 and q = 4, there are 27 cyclotomic cosets each consisting of one element i; i=0; 1; . . . ; 26 which is same as L L L.
The constraint due to the conjugate symmetry property given by (4) implies that i) the set of transform componentŝ A die = fA die ; A qdie ; A q die ; . . . ; A q die g are related (in other words, transform components indexed by elements of the same cyclotomic coset are related) and, moreover, ii) every element ofÂ die belongs to the same Galois ring Using the conjugate symmetry and convolution property of the GDFT as in [6] , it can be shown that the image of all n-tuples over GR (p a ; l) under the GDFT, is isomorphic to a direct sum of Galois rings given by
An Abelian code C over GR . To be precise, we have the following GDFT domain characterization of Abelian codes over GR (p a ; l).
• An Abelian code C over GR 
For an Abelian code, every T is a union of some cyclotomic cosets or T = ; if C C C j j j 6 = p GR (p a ; le j ) for any j 2 I n . Example 2: Let G = C 3 2 C 3 2 C 3 , where C 3 is a cyclic group of order 3. Therefore, n = 27 and e = 3. We will consider codes over GR (2 2 ; 2). Since e j (2 2 0 1), there is no need for an extended Galois ring and hence there are no conjugacy constraints on the transform components. All the transform components independently take values from the ideals of Galois ring GR (2 2 ; 2), where the ideals are f0g; 2GR (2 2 ; 2) and GR (2 2 ; 2). All the codes C 0 to C 5 shown in Table III are Abelian codes where each element a + bx 2 GR (2 2 ; 2) is denoted simply by ab. In all the codes, the transform components not listed take the value zero. For each code the defining partition is also shown.
Including the two trivial codes GR (p a ; l) n and the all-zero codeword), there are (a + 1) jL L Lj Abelian codes over GR (p a ; l), of length n = mr01mr02 1 11m0. The conjugacy class taking values from p GR (p a ; lei) contributes to the dimension k .
C. Constraints on L L L
The main result of this correspondence is to identify the constraints on the values taken by transform components belonging to different conjugacy classes for the Abelian code to be i) unit-invariant for any Given the transform domain description of an Abelian code, this result enables us to give the smallest value of s for which the code is ns-QC and also all the values of b for which the code is U b -invariant. Toward this end, we define a constraint in terms of a partition on L L L and Abelian codes satisfying this constraint as follows. : (6) Note that with the definition above, every b defines a partition on L L L. As an application of this result in the permutation decoding of Abelian codes, we use one of the examples used in [24] .
The first code considered in [24] was the [49 = 7 2 7; 18; 12] code over GR (2
L for these parameters is as follows: fd0; 0e, d0; 1e, d0; 3e, d1; 0e, d1; 1e, d1; 2e, d1; 3e, d1; 4e, d1; 5e, d1; 6e, d3; 0e, d3; 1e, d3; 2e, d3; 3e, d3; 4e, d3; 5e, d3; 6eg. Further, it was mentioned in [24] that the zeros of this code are Ta = T1 = fd0; 0e, d0; 1e, d1; 0e, d1; 1e, d3; 3e, d0; 3e, d3; 0e, d3; 5e, d5; 3e, d1; 4e, d4; 1eg. It can be checked that both the sets T 1 and T 0 = I n n T 1 are such that die (b ) 2 T 1 (resp., T 0 ) for any i 2 T 1 (resp., T 0 ) and for the following values of dbe 01 = d2; 2e; d3; 3e; d1; 2e; d2; 1e. From our results, this code is U b -invariant for dbe = d4; 4e; d5; 5e; d1; 4e, and d4; 1e. In [24] , only the permutation subgroup corresponding to dbe = d4; 4e was used whereas the permutation subgroup corresponding to dbe = d5; 5e; d1; 4e; d4; 1e under which the code is invariant was not considered. Using these additional permutations, it could be possible to correct more errors, or it is possible that one of these permutations is more important than the others in the sense that using a lesser number of permutation subgroups (and, hence, lesser iterations) the decoding algorithm might be able to correct most of the errors. Hence, the GDFT characterization of a t-QCA can be done where t is any divisor of n, but it is important to notice that, in this case, the mixed-radix addition 8 (and, hence, Abelian codes) will be defined we can characterize all CA and 6-QCA codes (cyclic and 6-QC codes Abelian on C6 2C6). In some cases, it might turn out that a given code C is Abelian on G = C 9 2 C 4 as well as C 6 2 C 6 (trivial examples are all-zero vector, repetition code and GR (p a ; l) n ) in which case we can characterize whether this code is t-QC for t = 1; 4; and 6.
Throughout this section, for a vectorã 2 GR (p a ; l) n ,ã (t) will denote the t-cyclic shifted version ofã and the corresponding GDFT vector will be denoted byÃ (t) .
Theorem 2:
All n = mr01mr02 11 1m0-length Abelian codes are n r01 -QCA codes.
Proof: Let C be an n = mr01mr02 11 1m0-length Abelian code. also belongs to C.
In the next few theorems we will use the following notations.
Definition 7:
For every j 2 I n such that dje = d0; 0; . . . ; 0; j 6 = 0; j01; . . . ; j0e (i.e., j is the first nonzero mixed-radix component) and h > s 0, let the set J (h; s) (j) be defined as in (7) at the bottom of the page.
If h = s + 1, we denote the set in (7) The following two properties of Galois rings are used in the proof of Lemma 1.
1) The degree of any element 2 GR (p a ; l) is the smallest positive integer t such that t 0 () = . It follows that if 2 GR (p a ; t) but not in any subring GR (p a ; t 1 ), where t 1 < t, then t is the degree of . This helps to identify the elements of a subring GR (p a ; t) in the Galois ring GR (p a ; l).
2) For any 2 GR (p a ; l), and t, a divisor of l, such that l = td, Properties analogous to those for the trace function over finite fields [34] can be proved for T l=t as well. The following Lemma which denotes the mixed-radix representation of i + n s is used in the main theorem (Theorem 3).
Lemma 2:
For every die = di r01 ; i r02 ; . . . ; i 0 e and n s ; s = 1; 2; . . . ; r 0 1, the mixed-radix representation of di + n s e is given in (9) at the bottom of the page, where The following theorem presents the main result of this correspondence that establishes the constraint set for an n s -QCA code.
J (h; s) (j) = fd0; . . . ; 0; j; j01; . . . ; j h ; x h01 ; x h02 ; . . . ; xs; js01; . . . ; j0egjx 2 Im ; = h 0 1; h 0 2; . . . ; sg: (7) di + n s e = d(i r01 + The preceding equation implies j is free for all 0 j ns+1 01, thus proving condition i). To prove condition ii) for n s+1 j n 0 1, we continue with (10).
If dje = d0; . . . ; 0; j 6 = 0; j01; . . . ; j0e, substituting the in-
in (10) we can reduce it to (11)- (13) as shown at the bottom of the page.
In ( can further split the first part of the right-hand side of (12) and obtain (13) .
Observe that K is independent of j s and K 1 is independent of both j s and j s+1 .
Proof for the "Only If" Part: Let C be an ns-QCA code. Notice that in deriving (13), we have not assumed any fixed value for s. In this part of the proof, we will prove condition ii) by induction on s. To elaborate, we will first prove that condition ii) is true for s = r 0 2.
Using the fact that every n s -QC code is n s+1 -QC also, we will be through if we assume that the condition is true for s + 1 and show that it is true for s. all other spectral components in the set dje hr02i take values from the -ideal of their corresponding Galois subrings. It is enough to prove this for the spectral components in J (r02) (j) since the other components in dje hr02i will get connected through conjugacy constraints. Toward this end, we consider another transform component j 0 such that j 0 2 J (r02) (j) and C C C j j j = p GR (p a ; le j ). All we need to show is that,
if Abelian code C is n r02 -QC then = 0 .
For s = r02, starting from (11) and following similar manipulation as in (12) and (13) By a similar argument that we used to obtain (15) which implies 0 . Hence = 0 . Having proved condition ii) for s = r 0 2, we now assume that this condition is true for some s + 1, i.e., we assume that the set dje hs+1i is a constrained set for any j 2 L L L. We draw attention to the fact that, for dje = d0; . . . ; 0; j ; j 01 ; . . . ; j 0 e, the set J (; s) (j) is a union of sets J (; s+1) (:) as shown in (16) 
in fact, it belongs to dje hs+1i
and hence C C C j j j is also a j -ideal. Let C C C j j j = p GR (p a ; le j ). From Since C is ns-QCA, both A 
V. ENUMERATION OF CODES AND DUAL CODES
In this section, we follow a general approach to enumerate all Abelian codes of a specified size satisfying a given constraint D.
Hence, we will be enumerating both ns-QCA codes as well as U b -invariant codes. We then show that using the transform domain characterization, it is easy to identify the dual of an n s -QCA (resp., U b -invariant Abelian) code which is also ns-QCA (resp., U b -invariant Abelian). 
A. Enumeration of Abelian Codes

B. Dual Codes
If C is a GR (p a ; l)-linear code, its dual C ? is defined using the normal inner product
The following notion of dual cyclotomic cosets is used in describing the dual code pairs. For a given cyclotomic coset die, the cyclotomic coset dn 9 ie is called the dual cyclotomic coset. Now, if an Abelian code satisfies the constraint D, to prove that the dual code also satisfies the same constraint, we need to observe the following.
• If dje (b) is a constrained set defined in Definition 6, then the set fi ? j i 2 dje (b) g is also a valid constrained set for U b -invariant codes and it is actually equal to dj ? e (b) .
• For j ns+1 0 1, i.e., if j is free then j ? is also free and for n s+1 j < n, if dje hsi is a constrained set defined in Definition 8, then the set fi ? j i 2 dje hsi g is also a valid constrained set for ns-QCA codes and is equal to dj ? e hsi .
Example 7:
i) In Table IV (a), for b = d1; 1; 2e, d1 ? e (b) = d1e (b) , d4 ? e (b) = d7e (b) .
ii) For b = d2; 2; 2e, dj ? e (b) = dje (b) for all j 2 L L L.
iii) In Table IV 
VI. DISCUSSION
In this correspondence, we have characterized Abelian codes over Galois rings using a generalized DFT defined over a suitable extension of the Galois ring. We have then characterized Abelian codes which are also n s -QC and U b -invariant. QCA codes have the advantage over QC-only codes in the sense that, in certain cases they need a smaller extension field for DFT characterization. It would be interesting to see if this additional structure in the code could be exploited to develop good or more efficient decoding algorithms. We have enumerated all the QCA codes and U b -invariant Abelian codes of a given length and we have shown that the dual of a QCA code or a U b -invariant Abelian code is also a QCA code or a U b -invariant Abelian code, respectively.
In [36] , a Gray isometry (from GR (p a ; l) n to F n q ) for codes over Galois rings was defined and using this map, a nonlinear (36; 3 12 ; 15) code, the best known code for these parameters, was constructed as the image of a Z 9 -lift of the ternary Golay code. It is interesting to see if the Gray image of codes over GR (p a ; l) discussed in this correspondence give any good codes over the base field Fq.
